The 20th century witnessed a number of key breakthroughs that became cornerstones of the logic of the heart to this day -- starting from Einthoven\'s \[[@B1]\] development of the electrocardiogram, which is the most widely used non-invasive diagnostic tool for detecting the electrical activity, structure, and function of the heart. Following Forssmann\'s \[[@B2]\] pioneering attempt of the catheterization into the heart, performed on himself in 1929, Cournand and Richards \[[@B3][@B4]\] developed the catheterization technique on patients. Catheterization is a broadly used life-saving procedure that assesses pressure changes in the heart chambers, and other problems of the heart, especially those of coronary circulation, and is used for coronary intervention or angioplasty in cases of myocardial infarction. The next greatest innovation, by Edler and Hertz \[[@B5]\], is echocardiography, a non-invasive examination that made real-time "visualization" of the heart possible. Echocardiography is now an essential tool for medical diagnosis of the heart around the world. Results from these Nobel Prize-awarded innovations have significantly improved our understanding of heart diseases and their diagnosis, treatment, and prevention for over a century.

Along with these groundbreaking achievements in clinical practice, molecular reductionist approaches and the generation of high throughput data--such as those of the human genome \[[@B6]\], proteome \[[@B7]\], transcriptome \[[@B8][@B9]\], metabolomics and their interactive linkage \[[@B10]\] have complemented the work on the biological systems of the heart (those of cardiac electrophysiology and mechanics, such as ion channels, calcium handling, myofibril elements and signaling network properties) and the whole body. Therefore, the molecular details and genetic elements of the heart (e.g., DNAs, RNAs, proteins, miRNAs, etc.), those organize the functional regulations have almost been fully revealed. Understanding genetic and molecular networks have facilitated the identification of novel therapeutic targets for cardiac diseases. Notably, cardiac structure and their regulation are multifaceted at the transcriptional and post-transcriptional level; especially under disease circumstances, complex interactions make the biological processes extremely challenging to resolve. It has become apparent that the reductionists\' approach faces limits, because it is simply impossible to incorporate such an enormous amount of information in one prototype--the functioning heart of the human body.

Computational science has made an excellent platform for the integration of DNA sequences, proteins, and interaction pathways into mathematical modelling frameworks, to assimilate each protein to a practical program to understand the complex interactions of the cell, tissues, and organ functions. This pioneering approach was initiated by Noble \[[@B11]\] in 1960, who began the computation of the heart with the Purkinje fibers by adapting Hodgkin--Huxley\'s mathematical model, another Nobel Prize-winning accomplishment \[[@B12]\]. The key advantage of this modelling is the integration of each element with precise mechanisms into a functioning organ, allowing quantitative analysis of the contribution and the role of individual proteins in the natural activity of the heart. From a single cell to the whole heart and human body, computer simulation has elucidated fundamental mechanisms of organ activities through cardiome and physiome projects \[[@B13][@B14][@B15]\]. Currently, numerous computer programs are available and those about the human heart are generally used for education and research in most medical areas. More importantly, due to the advantages of describing both chemical and physical machineries mathematically, detailed physiological phenomenon and pathological mechanisms can be explained and predicted at the molecular level. Computer science is a prevalent tool in clinics and is now adequate for guiding clinicians for better diagnosis, treatment, and prevention of heart diseases \[[@B16][@B17]\].

Despite all the advances in groundbreaking technology, cardiovascular diseases remain a major cause of mortality, accounting for over 30% mortality worldwide (World Health Organization report, 2017). The striking high numbers indicate that further research is required for better applications of these endeavors in cardiovascular medicine. It is not the lack of information or insufficient evidence are the causes of the failure; in fact, massive amounts of imaging, biometrical signals, and genomic and medical records are generated globally each year. The failure is due to the lack of an effective system which can integrate all available information of human diseases to accurately predict individual-specific settings for efficient management. Digital health maybe that system to empower human medicine.

The 20th century has also been the era of the development of artificial intelligence (AI) by Newell and Simon (another Nobel Prize-winning accomplishment) \[[@B18][@B19]\]. In the 21st century, AI has become a booming trend in manufacturing, agriculture, business, social services and healthcare. The core feature of AI in medical practice is to integrate and process enormous amounts of data obtained from patients and populations and analyze individual patients\' information in a cost-efficient and time saving manner. Intriguingly, the decision is made through a program without knowing the mechanisms of the functioning system. Therefore, the array of data runs through a series of algorithmic operating systems of unknown mechanisms ('black box') to produce an output. Despite "black box"-uncertainty problems, AI-related papers have frequently been published in journals such as *Nature*, *Nature Medicine*, *Journal of American Cardiology College*, *Circulation and Circulation Research*, etc. \[[@B20][@B21][@B22][@B23][@B24][@B25][@B26][@B27][@B28][@B29][@B30]\], demonstrating that AI and digital medicine can accurately predict the phenomena detected through conventional techniques and that they are promising tools to assist clinicians in making faster and more accurate diagnosis and treatments. AI also possesses the potential to guide patients for preventive measures. Clearly, digital health is the future direction for a positive prospect of life.

In this volume of the *Korean Journal of Physiology and Pharmacology*, three review articles present the current advances in the application of the "digital heart" for heart disease patients \[[@B31][@B32][@B33]\]. First, Dr. Okada\'s \[[@B31]\] laboratory from the University of Tokyo and UT-Heart Inc. in Japan demonstrated their three-dimensional, multiscale, multi-physics heart simulator (UT-Heart), which reproduces organ-level electrophysiology (normal 12-lead electrocardiogram) and hemodynamics of the heart with substantial improvements using finite element methods. They have demonstrated a patient-specific, multiscale heart simulation program which can predict the response to CRT and drug-induced arrhythmogenic risk by reproducing the complex pathophysiology of the heart. With further validation, they suggest that this technique may be a useful tool in clinical decision-making.

Dr. Shim and their colleagues \[[@B32]\] from Kangwon National University and SiliconSapiens Inc., Korea, reviewed recent advances in machine learning (ML) and AI and their approach of combining ML algorithms into cardiovascular physiome models of cardiac image processing, blood flow, cardiac electrical wave conduction, and cardiac toxicity analysis. Intriguingly, they have proposed a "grey" box theory, where the precise mechanisms of the physiome can complement the "black box" of AI and ML, to predict the biological processes and underlying mechanisms involved. This is an important concept and area of research to explore to improve the prospective of the digital heart and health systems.

Dr. Shin \[[@B33]\] from the Department of Digital Health at Sungkyunkwan University exclusively reviewed digital technology and its applications in the medical and industrial field, especially the current status and future directions of the rapidly expanding resolution of AI for benefit of humans in general. Particularly, Dr. Shin has pointed out the current hurdles of digital application systems and the development strategies in Korea, suggesting a number of important future directions for digital health in clinical practice by proposing certain key points for facilities for physicians, patients, and industries.

Taken together, the development of advanced technology is necessitated for uncovering biological functions and mechanisms for better management, especially under disease conditions. Throughout the last two centuries, digital-based computer science and their applications in medical research have played a substantial role in the understanding of human physiology and pathology, and will be an ongoing project for a wider range of biological sciences. AI and ML are new trends in cardiology and the healthcare system; whether it can efficiently integrate all the datasets from the current paradigm and significantly reduce disease-related morbidity and mortality needs to be validated with time, i.e., with "black box" problems unsolved, AI and digital medicine can never become a viable treatment option.
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